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Abstract
Background: Childhood poisoning is a significant international health concern. Very little is known about trends in exposures within
schools and preschools. The objectives of this study were to investigate the data recorded by the New Zealand National Poisons
Centre (NPC) on these types of exposures over a 21 year period (1989 to 2009) and to determine trends and propose strategies to
reduce the exposures.
Methods: Call information regarding human poison exposure at preschools and schools from Jan1st 1989 to Dec 31st 2009 were
extracted from the dataset held by the NPC. The number of calls received by the NPC relating to the exposures was plotted against
year as totals and then categorized according to gender. The number of calls related to each substance type for each year, and the
number of calls related to each age group for each year were quantified.
Results: There were 3632 calls over this period. In every year studied, there were more calls relating to males than females.
Household items were responsible for 31% of exposures, followed by plants (20%), industrial items (14%) and therapeutic agents
(14%). Almost one quarter of all exposures occurred in the 13 year old age group. Further investigation of this group, showed that
the causes of exposures included “splash” incidents (27%), “pengestion” (pen breaking in mouth and releasing contents) (16%),
“exploratory” (5%) and “prank” (4%).
Conclusion: Identification of these areas allows recommendations to be made including feedback to teachers about exposure risks,
storage and access of science, cleaning and art supplies.
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received 14,747 calls relating to children and adolescents 18
years and under. This national dataset allows for the
identification of trends and the development of strategies
that can be targeted to reduce the exposure patterns.
Several studies have reported circumstances leading to
childhood poisonings at home (5), however, there are few
studies investigating the epidemiological aspects of
childhood poisoning in schools and preschools. In one study
in Texas, during 1998 to 2002; in which exposures of school
children (6-19 yrs) were investigated, it was found that
males were more likely to be involved in “school” exposures
compared to “non-school” exposures (6). Furthermore, it
was shown that only 25% of subjects were involved with
therapeutic agents and there were an increased proportion of
“intentional” exposures at schools (6).
Considering the fact that children spend many hours at
schools and preschools, it may be likely that children are
exposed to a variety of substances including medications,
chemicals and plants. Additionally, caregivers may not be so
vigilant; therefore it is important to recognize the ways that
poisoning exposures occur.
The aim of this study was to determine the profile of
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INTRODUCTION
Childhood poisoning is a significant international health
concern with poisonings in children and adolescents leading
to approximately 45000 deaths annually worldwide (1).
However, the mortality data does not show the full picture
of exposures and the associated morbidity and “near miss”
events. Hospitalization data may be more applicable, but
this data is not consistently reported and so studies vary in
their incidence rates, particularly in New Zealand. One study
reported that there were 4880 children hospitalized between
1987 and 1996 in New Zealand (2), although a further study
showed that there were 7354 hospitalizations and 91 deaths
of children aged 0-12 between 1993 and 1997 (3).
Nevertheless, these data do not show the full picture and
frequency of toxic exposures and childhood poisonings that
actually occur. The establishment of dedicated poison
centres, and their databases have been useful to identify
particular trends and more importantly to develop potential
strategies for successful primary injury prevention (4).
The New Zealand National Poisons Centre (NPC) is the
only poison centre in New Zealand. In 2009 alone, the NPC
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ingestions reported to the NPC in New Zealand originating
from schools and preschools during 1989 to 2009.
Specifically, identifying the impact of gender, age and
agents involved in this type of poisoning and so the
development of targeted strategies would be possible.

in mouth releasing contents), “splash” (i.e. chemicals,
aerosol paint being spilled onto skin or face), “therapeutic”
(i.e. accidental or intentional overdose), and “unknown”
(where the commentary did not provide enough
information).

RESULTS

METHODS
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
As a standard practice, all available information from
calls received by the NPC was entered into an electronic
database at the time of call.
For this investigation, call information regarding human
poison exposure at preschools and schools from Jan 1st
1989 to Dec 31st 2009 were extracted. The four variables
used for analysis were year of exposure, age in years, gender
and substance classification (as defined by the NPC
recording categories). These categories include agricultural
(e.g. pesticide and rodenticide), animal (e.g. spider bite),
cosmetic (e.g. nail polish and perfume), fungus (e.g.
toadstool), household (e.g. cleaning products), industrial
(e.g. sulfuric acid), miscellaneous, plant and therapeutics
(e.g. medications). If in any recorded exposure one or more
variables were missed, the case was excluded from analysis.
Data analysis
The number of calls received by the NPC relating to the
exposures was plotted against year, as totals and then
categorized according to gender. The annual number of calls
related to each substance type and the annual number of
calls related to each age group for each year were quantified.
During this study, an over-representation in one age group
was identified. A further analysis was conducted on this
subset of data to determine the causes of exposure (if
available).
The causes of poisonings consisted of the following
categories: “exploratory” (intentional inhalation/ingestion,
ingestion of plants/insects), “hand to mouth transfer” (i.e.
handling substance and then unintentional taking the
contaminated hand into mouth), “medicine information
enquiry” (a call to the NPC to gather information for
research projects etc), “peer pressure” (being encouraged to
ingest poisoned substance), “prank” (i.e. chemicals added to
drinking bottles and a range of potentially dangerous
situations intended as humor), “pengestion” (pen breaking
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The total number of calls to the NPC related to school
and preschool exposures between 1989 and 2009 was 3632
which 3060 of them included all required information (year
of exposure, age, gender and substance classification). The
number of calls per year ranged from 16 in 1989 to a peak of
302 in 2008 as shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 also shows that
in almost every year, there were more calls relating to males
than females.
Household agents were responsible for the highest
number of reported exposures (n=1139, 31%), followed by
plants (20%), industrial (14%) and therapeutic (14%) agents
as shown in table 1.
Figure 2 shows the frequency of exposures with respect
to age and year. The highest frequency of exposures (733
(24%)) occurred within the 13 year old age group.
Considering this over-representation, further analysis was
conducted in this category.
Of these 733 exposures, 373 were male, 351 were female
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Table 1. Annual distribution (%) of preschool and school exposures among children age 0-18 years reported to New Zealand’s National
Poisons Centre by substance category
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Figure 2. Number of calls to the NPC at each year grouped by age, bubble
size represents number.

and 9 had no gender specified. 592 subjects had a written
commentary associated with the call, which out of these,
27% were splash incidents, 25% were unknown (due to
insufficient information), 16% were “pengestion”, 12%
“exploratory”, 5% “prank”, 4% “medicine information
queries” and “therapeutic ingestions”, 3% “ hand to mouth”
and “peer pressure” (Figure 3).
“Exploratory” and “peer pressure” could be further
categorized into “therapeutics” and “non-therapeutics”. In
the “exploratory” group, 26 cases were related to therapeutic
agents and 46 to other agent types. In the “peer pressure”
group, 12 cases were related to therapeutics and 5 to other
agent types.

Figure 3. Types of exposures for the calls responsible for 13 year age group.

quarter (27%) of cases were splash-related incidents that
occurred often in science classes. Following this, the next
reason (16%) was termed “pengestion” where the individual
was chewing on a pen (included whiteout fluid, ball point
pens, glue sticks) which broke and the contents released into
their mouth. One-third of the exposures in the exploratory
group included therapeutic medications and encompassed
situations where students ingested or snorted medications
such as aspirin and similar substances.
In 2009, Leather reviewed the risk-taking behaviors in
adolescence (7) and found that entering high school brings
new exposures such as science class and other practical
classes, peer pressure, and others which may help to explain
our findings. In this study, some areas for potential further
investigations, in particular exposures involving 13 year olds
were shown. Moreover, all different types of agents
involved in ingestions within the preschool and school
settings were identified.
It is important to remember that within New Zealand,
children less than five years of age are more susceptible to
unintentional ingestions (8), but this population group is
represented less in our study, given that many young
children may be with caregivers and not at preschools.

DISCUSSION

This study investigated the trends in poison exposures at
schools and preschools over a 21 year period between 1989
and 2009 in New Zealand. Specifically, the number of calls,
gender, the substance classification and the exposure count
with respect to age were analyzed.
In this study period, there were 3632 calls to the NPC
from schools and preschools. The number of calls increased
during the study period and reached a peak of 302 in 2008.
The increase in exposures after 2000 does not necessarily
indicate that there were more total exposures among the
population. It may be simply that there were more reported
exposures to the NPC following the introduction of a tollfree number in 2001.
Similar to other studies, males were more likely to be
involved in these events (6). The types of reported agents
consisted of “household” products including detergents,
cleaners, glue followed by “plants”, “industrial” materials and
“therapeutics”. In contrast to study by Forrester (6), we found
fewer “animal” exposures (bites and stings) which could be
due to terrain differences between New Zealand and Texas.
With respect to the age, interestingly almost a quarter
(24%) of exposures, were in the 13-year old age group.
Therefore, all calls regarding 13 year old cases were further
analyzed. One quarter of these calls did not have sufficient
commentary associated with the record to identify the
reason. In records with completed commentary, over a
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LIMITATIONS
There are some limitations to this study. As this is a
retrospective study, each individual call may not have all
required information. Additionally, as the focus of the NPC
is to assist with poison related calls, it might not be the right
time for asking or collecting further information. This type
of data may also include errors of entry.
The dataset used for this study was smaller than other
studies, such as the study by Forrester in which 10000
incidents between 1998 and 2002 were reported (2).
Finally, this study does not consider the severity of the
exposures as this information is not collected by the NPC.
Additionally, this dataset does not contain information about
hospitalizations.

CONCLUSION
There are a number of poisoning events that might occur at
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
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schools and preschools. Identification of the implicated
substances may enable strategies to be implemented
regarding safe storage and handling in these settings.
The authors would like to recommend that (1)
educational institutions need to be made aware of these
exposure trends in order to reduce unnecessary incidents, (2)
all staff are required to be aware of the potential hazards
within their institution, while science laboratories are of
particular concerns, (3) schools need to be provided with first
aid advice regarding exposures, and prevention websites such
as www.poisons.co.nz (educational resource), (4) appropriate
storage and disposal of potential hazards should be identified,
not only for science laboratories, but also for art and cleaning
supplies, (5) it is necessary that the NPC considers collecting
more exposure data, including a severity rating, and ideally
follows up calls to determine outcomes.
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